
Report on WP 7 Task 9: Source Catalogue Data Model

 1. Introduction

This study report describes the recent work done on the EuroVO AIDA WP7 Task 9 [1]:

“Work on the Source Catalogue Data Model initiated some time ago within the IVOA DM 
group (doc v0.25 available)”

Rather that going though the discussions on the IVOA Source Catalogue Data Model itself [2], the 
following note focuses on a proposed framework to use such model for discovery purposes in 
conjunction with other VO standards and protocols like ADQL [3] and TAP [4]. 

The idea behind all that is to set up a framework where, by relying on the knowledge of a general 
catalogue data model, the astronomical queries could be built and passed to the services without 
having to know the peculiarities of the underlying models for each service. Therefore, the same 
query could be passed to different services, and each service would internally translate it to its own 
model transparently for the end user.

Therefore, making the model (Source Catalogue Data Model), the query language (ADQL) and the 
access protocol (TAP) work together, the Virtual Observatory would be enabled to send uniform 
queries across a distributed set of heterogeneous catalogue services;  with the benefit  that  such 
framework could also be adopted by other models defined within the IVOA Data Model Working 
Group [5].

 2. Framework Architecture

This section details the proposed tiered architecture to fulfill the use case described previously: 
clients being able to send the same query to different and heterogeneous services by using the 
Source Catalogue Data Model.



 2.1. Service

Different services must be available providing access to astronomical source catalogue data. 
Catalogue data is typically stored in relational database systems (RDBMS), where each 
service has its own data model implemented. Therefore, the services as such do not provide 
a uniform way to access them, requiring the protocol to define how this can be handled.

 2.2. Protocol

On top  of  each  service,  there  must  be  implemented  a  TAP layer  defining  how service 
features can be invoked to access tabular data including astronomical catalogues. This layer 
provides  web  access  over  standard  HTTP protocol  and  accepts  queries  submitted  in  a 
specific format (See next section).

 2.3. Query language

There must be defined explicitly, the payload that it is exchanged between the client and the 
service through the protocol. In this framework, the selected payload, compatible with the 
protocol, is the Astronomical Data Query Language. 



 2.4. Data Model Serialization
The UML representation of the latest Source Catalogue Data Model version is the following 
[2]:

However, to be able to use the model within the framework, it has to be serialized properly 
using  Utypes  [6].  Utypes  are  unique  identifiers  for  elements  in  a  data  model,  whereas  by 
uniquely pointing at an element in a data model both the type and the usage of that element is 
known. 

As no explicit syntax rules for Utypes have been agreed within the IVOA so far, we assume that 
Utypes are constructed by reading the data model UML diagram from the root and writing in 
sequence  the  names  of  the  entities  separated  by  single  dots  until  reaching  the  desired 
information to describe, hence being the UML the normative info. 



Other suggestions regarding the Utypes syntax and definition are the following:
● Uniqueness across data models:  Utypes should be identical even when a data model is 

linked or pointed at from another data model.
● Qualification through namespaces: the namespace prefix to use should be fixed by the data 

model specification. 
● Naming convention:  write Utypes following object oriented names case : "classes" first 

letter uppercase, following words first letter uppercase, all the rest lowercase.
● Case insensitiveness.

The BNF for Utypes would then be as follows:

                     <alpha> ::= a|b|c|d|e|f|g|h|i|j|k|l|m|n|o|p|q|r|s|t|u|v|w|x|y|z
                                        |A|B|C|D|E|F|G|H|I|J|K|L|M|N|O|P|Q|R|S|T|U|V|W|X|Y|Z
                     <digit> ::=  0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
                     <char> ::= <alpha>|<digit>|-|_
                     <period> ::== .
                     <colon> ::== :
                     <word-component> ::= <alpha>|<digit>|<word-component><char>
                     <namespace-ref> ::= <word-component>
                     <word> ::= <word-component>|<word><period><word-component>
                     <UTYPE> :: = <namespace-ref><colon><word>|<word>

An extension to this syntax could also be adopted for complex cases where it is needed to 
specify an attribute value for an intermediate Utype component. For instance, the Utype for 
right ascension in FK5 and hours would be defined as follows: 

 scdm:Source.Coordinates[coordSys=”FK5”].Center[unit=”hours”].ra

Considering all stated above, the Source Catalogue Data Model entities and attributes could be 
serialized in Utype format as follows:

scdm:Source.id 
scdm:Source.Coordinates[coordSys=”FK5”].Center.ra
scdm:Source.Coordinates[coordSys=”FK5”].Center.dec
scdm:Source.Morphology.minorDiameter
...



 3. Example

Although  currently  no operational implementation of astronomical catalogs  giving TAP/ADQL 
access and exposing the Source Catalogue Data Model exist,  the proposed framework will  be 
theoretically exercised using  2MASS All-Sky Catalog of Point Sources  [7] and XMM-Newton 
EPIC Source Catalog [8]. 

Following the architecture defined on previous section, we assume that services providing access 
to  2MASS  and  XMM-Newton  source  catalog  data  exist.  Provided  that  TAP has  been  also 
implemented as the uniform access protocol on top of such existing services, and that it supports 
ADQL queries as the query language, the services would also have to be able to provide/resolve 
the  mapping  between  the  Source  Catalogue  data  model entities/attributes  and  their  internal 
database table/columns. For instance, 

For 2MASS [7], the mapping for a few columns could be as follows:

  scdm:Source.id              <> II/246.2MASS
  scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.ra   <> II/246.RAJ2000 (*)
  scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.dec <> II/246.DEJ2000 (*)
  ...

, while for XMM-Newton [8] would be:

  scdm:Source.id              <> IX/39.Source
  scdm:Source.IAUName <> IX/39.2XMM
  scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.ra   <> IX/39.RAJ2000 (*)
  scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.dec <> IX/39.DEJ2000 (*)
  ...

(*) These mapping could be more accurate by making use of the Utype extension mechanism 
proposed in Section 2.4,  i.e.:

  scdm:Source.Coordinates[coordSys=”FK5” and equinox="J2000"].Center.ra
  scdm:Source.Coordinates[coordSys=”FK5” and equinox="J2000"].Center.dec

, where the handling of different reference frames and/or coordinate units (and the conversion 
among them) should be addressed carefully and might worth a further analysis that goes beyond 
the scope of this study report.

Once these services would be implemented accordingly, and available at a given endpoint URL, 
the same query could be sent to them with full transparency with regard to their internal data 
models. 

For instance, to select all sources present in a circle of one arc minute radius and centered in M51 
(13h:29m:52.4s,  +47:11:41  J2000)  one  could  write  the  following  TAP  query  and  send  it 
simultaneously to 2MASS and XMM services:



http://<service.url>/tap/sync?REQUEST=doQuery&LANG=ADQL&QUERY=<adql.query>

where the ADQL query would be:

    select “scdm:Source.id” from scdm 
    where 
       CONTAINS(
          POINT(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ , 202.468, 47.195),     
          CIRCLE(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ ,  
                          ‘‘scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.ra’’,
                          ‘‘scdm:Source.Coordinates.Center.dec”,  
                           0.0167))=1

As can be noted, M51 coordinates are in degrees (202.468 and 47.195 for right ascension and 
declination respectively), and circle radius is also in degrees as specified in the ADQL spec [3].  It 
is also worth mentioning how the coordinate system of the POINT may differ from the coordinates 
used internally by the service. As the service is responsible for converting the POINT coordinates 
into the internal ones, the coordinate system defined within the CIRCLE construct is therefore 
irrelevant, but has to be specified anyway to be ADQL compliant.

Then, the same ADQL query would be sent through TAP to the two services, and the statement 
would be internally (and transparently) translated to:

    select II/264.2MASS from II/264
    where 
       CONTAINS(
          POINT(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ , 202.468, 47.195),     
          CIRCLE(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ ,  II/264.RAJ2000, II/264.DEJ2000,  0.0167))=1

for 2MASS, and to

    select  IX/39.Source from IX/39
    where 
       CONTAINS(
          POINT(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ , 202.468, 47.195),     
          CIRCLE(‘FK5 J2000.0 GEOCENTER’ ,  IX/39.RAJ2000, IX/39.DEJ2000,  0.0167))=1

for XMM-Newton.

With this sample it has been shown how the same queries could be sent homogeneously across 
heterogeneous catalog data services by adopting the proposed framework, which is making use of 
a variety of IVOA standards and protocols like ADQL, TAP, Utypes and the Source Catalog Data 
Model.
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